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March 2020 
Maximo Anywhere 7.6.4 FAQs . Revision 1 
 
 
 
IBM Maximo Anywhere 7.6.4. is a next-generation mobile application platform that 
integrates capabilities from Maximo Asset Management, providing a single vendor 
product for improving productivity in the field.  Maximo’s Anywhere wide range of 
applications focusing on Asset, Inventory and Work Management, provide mobile users 
access to critical data and services – anytime and anywhere. 
 
Maximo Anywhere 7.6.4 expands on the foundation of Maximo Asset Management, 
and its stateless, efficient REST API architecture for continuous  growth.  Numerous  
benefits result from this expansion including  
 

§ Enhanced application communication, serviceability and performance 
§ Increased platform support for application servers, databases and more 
§ Ease of scaling mobile infrastructure  
§ Seamless platform and application upgrade  

 
This document details frequently asked questions around the new Anywhere 7.6.4 
release.   The questions are displayed in categories.   Depending on their content, 
some questions may be repeated in multiple categories. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IBM Maximo Anywhere Mobile Team  
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Release Overview 
 
1.  What is the version and timing of this release? 
Answer: This new Maximo Anywhere version is Anywhere 7.6.4.   It was released to 
market on February 28, 2020. 
 
 
2. What are the features of this new Anywhere release? 
Answer: Based on client inputs and priorities, the new Anywhere release will focus on 
simplicity, retaining client investments, and growth.  
 
With these goals in mind, the Anywhere platform has been simplified to remove the 
middleware component used in releases prior Maximo Anywhere 7.6.3.    
 
The new Maximo Anywhere 7.6.4 expands on the foundation of Maximo Asset 
Management, and its stateless, efficient REST API architecture for continuous  growth.  
Numerous  benefits result from this expansion including  
 

§ Enhanced application communication, serviceability and performance 
§ Increased platform support for application servers, databases and more 
§ Ease of scaling mobile infrastructure  
§ Seamless platform and application upgrade  

 
Numerous other feature enhancements are included in this release including 

§ New installation process streamlining your time to deployment 
§ Improved Maximo Anywhere Administration features for application deployment 

and usage. 
§ Streamlined development/configuration process 
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Application questions 
 
1.  Will the new Anywhere 7.6.4 applications be available on the Apple and Google 
play stores? 
Answer: Yes. Nine new Anywhere 7.6.4 applications will be available on the Apple and 
Google play store.   There new names are highlighted below. 
 
Anywhere 763 and earlier app name Anywhere 764 app name 
IBM Maximo Asset Audit IBM Maximo Asset Auditor 
IBM Maximo Asset Data Manager IBM Maximo Asset Manager 
IBM Maximo Inspection IBM Maximo Inspector 
IBM Maximo Issues and Returns IBM Maximo Issues Returns 
IBM Maximo Physical Count IBM Maximo Cycle Counts 
IBM Maximo Service Request IBM Maximo Service Requestor 
IBM Maximo Transfers-Receiving IBM Maximo Transfers Receipts 
IBM Maximo Work Approval IBM Maximo Supervisor 
IBM Maximo Work Execution IBM Maximo Technician 

 
2.  Will there be new icons to identify the Anywhere 764 applications? 
Answer: Yes.  The new icons are shown below. 
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For the Maximo Anywhere 762 and 763 versions, there icons were 
 

 
 
 
3.   Why are there new Anywhere 7.6.4 applications? 
Answer: Because of the removal of the middleware platform change to the underlying 
build process, a new set of 7.6.4 applications are required.   
 
The application logic (app.xml) remains the same and is portable between the 
Anywhere 7.6.2 and 7.6.3 based app shells and Anywhere 7.6.4.  However, the 
Anywhere 7.6.2 and 7.6.3 shells run only against implementations with the middleware 
component (Mobile First).   
 
 
4.  Will the Anywhere 7.6.4 application shells run on prior Anywhere versions? 
Answer: No.  The Anywhere 7.6.4 shells will not run on prior Anywhere 
implementations which utilize the middleware platform (Mobile First).  This is because 
the middleware component no longer exists and the Cordova project structure in 
Anywhere 7.6.4 is completely different for the shells. 
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5. To change the URL on the application, do you have to uninstall and reinstall the 
app? 
Answer: On ios and window – yes - you cannot change url once app runtime install on 
device.  On Android, you can change the url  by 1)  clear the app cache  
2)  Restart the app.  You will see the URL input box where you can input a different url. 
 
6. Is there a way to clone apps to be used for different non-production environments 
on the same device? 
Answer:   Yes.  Cloning is possible.  Anywhere provides script for this. 
 
7. Do the applications support disconnected mode?   
Answer: Yes.  anywhere supports connected and disconnected apps 
 
8. Is it possible to use MDM software to distribute the applications?  
Answer:   Yes 
 
9.  Is there a webpage like the previous application center where users can download 
the apk files? 
Answer:  Users can download the apps from the  apple and google store, or build  
application binary inhouse to distribute.  The apps are not downloadable from a 
webpage.  
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Application Features (Barcodes, GPS, etc.) 
 
1. How can you scan bar codes? 
 Answer:  The same as prior Anywhere versions - using camera or bluetooth  
 
2. What if a device supports both camera and infrared barcode scanner, please? 
Answer:  infrared barcode scanner,  as long as bluetooth enabled. 
 
3. Do the applications support disconnected mode?   
Answer: Yes.  anywhere supports connected and disconnected apps 
 
4. What languages does anywhere support?  
Answer:   Anywhere product supports the following languages (21 in total) : 
Brazilian Portuguese, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, 
Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Norwegian, Polish, Russian, Simplified Chinese, 
Slovakian, Slovenian, Spanish, Swedish and Traditional Chinese 
 
5.  Can Work Execution application automatically capture GPS coordinate at a time of a 
status change? For example, when the status is changed to in-progress, can it 
automatically capture a coordinate of the transaction? 
Answer :  Anywhere captures GPS coordinates on start and stop button. The start 
button changes the status to in-progress.  This information is stored as part of x and y 
coordinate fields in maximo. 
 
6.  Is GPS Support available? 
Answer:  Yes.  GPS support is available.  It is the same as previous versions of 
Anywhere.    
  
7.  Is there a property in Anywhere Work Execution/Anywhere Administration Maximo 
app to implement GPS coordinates? 
 Answer : There is a setting within the anywhere app-feature.properties file ,  

## add GPS permissions to the app when building 
## maps will work with or without gps enabled. 
gps.enabled=true 
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8. Can GPS coordinates be captured out of the box in Anywhere Inspections 
application? 
Answer :  GPS capture is platform level capability.  It is not implemented in every 
Anywhere application.  If you want to include it in the inspection application, it would 
require customizations to implement.  
 
 9. Can GPS coordinates be captured automatically at status change? 
Answer : Capturing GPS coordinates when status is changed is not a delivered feature 
at this time.  It would require customizations to implement.  
  
10.  What types of files can be attached from within an Anywhere application?    
Answer : With the out of the box Anywhere applications, users can attach pictures to 
the application.  
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User Interface  
 
1. Will the new architecture change the user interface? 
Answer:  No.   The user interface will remain the same.  Changes are being made to 
simplify the ‘behind the scenes’ framework.   As shown below, the user interface 
remains the same.*  
 

 
 
*Note: Minor updates have been made to the login screen as shown below 
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Architecture/Framework questions 
 
1. How will the mobile device communicate with in Anywhere 7.6.4? 
Answer: In the Anywhere 7.6.4 framework, Maximo will directly communicate with the 
Mobile Device.  This will lead to improved communication and device serviceability.    
 
2. Can you provide a diagram of his?   
Answer: Yes. The first diagram highlights the architecture of the Anywhere 7.6.3 and 
earlier releases.   In this infrastructure, note the device on the left-hand side.  The 
device communicates with the middleware component (Mobile First) – which then 
communicates with Maximo.  This additional componentry adds a layer of 
communication and serviceability complexity. 

 
 
In the new Anywhere 7.6.4 streamlined architecture, the mobile device communicates 
directly with Maximo.   This will significantly streamline the communication and 
serviceability of the mobile device.  
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3. Will troubleshooting an issue with a specific mobile device be improved? 
Answer: Yes.   Today when troubleshooting an issue, you would have to review 
multiple layers in how data gets to the Maximo server. 
 
Removing the middleware component, will significantly reduce the time needed to do 
this. 
 
4.  Will Anywhere continue to utilize REST API’s? 
Answer: Yes.  For additional information and benefits of the REST API architecture, 
access the information here:  https://ibm.co/2oO65pA 
 
 
5.  Where will application customizations changes be made? 
Answer: Customizing the Anywhere applications will continue to be made in the 
developer-based Eclipse environment.    Build processes and scripts will remain as is. 
 
6.  Where can I find the latest  Anywhere 7.6.4 system information? 
Answer: This tech note details the supported platforms for Anywhere 7.6.4 
 
https://supportcontent.ibm.com/support/pages/node/1101243 
 
 
7. Can Anywhere 7.6. 4 work without HTTPS?  For example, can it connect to HTTP for 
demo purposes? 
Answer:  Yes, Anywhere 7.6.4 works with both http and https. 
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Installation questions 
 
1.  What changes for Anywhere will require a rebuild and redeploy of the Maximo EAR?  
Do any type of updates require Anywhere or Maximo downtime? 
Answer:    The new install of 7.6.4 requires a rebuild.  If you take maximo iFix then it  
requires redeployment 
 
2. So mostly for updates then. are there any app changes that could require a rebuild 
of the Maximo EAR? 
Answer:  No.  The apps do not require a rebuild of the Maximo EAR file. 
 
3.  Prior to installing Anywhere 764 should node js be installed or can that be done 
post install? 
Answer:  Yes you should install node.js before you install Anywhere.  It streamlines the 
process. 
 
4. If the Install and/or Upgrade fails is there a troubleshooting guide in the tool? Or is 
there an official help page for common issues? 
Answer:  The install creates logs , this one is starting point  
 
5.  Is the install available in all languages? 
Answer:  In the initial Maximo Anywhere 7.6.4 release, the install is available in English 
only. 
 
If you need the installation in another language, follow the steps below:   
*Note:  In this example, the environment is a Windows server OS, Koreas Language. 
 
A. Problem : Launchpad.bat is not working 
    Cause : EOL is based Unix. When Windows is using, it's not working. 
    How to fix : EOL type was changed to Windows OS based. 
 
B. Problem : After launchpad is activated, Aviator is displayed and Anywhere is not 
installed. 
    Cause : Anywhere_Install.jar Language properties issue. 
    How to fix : Copy Language file from "com\ibm\tivoli\pae\launchpad\en\" 
    And copy to "com\ibm\tivoli\pae\launchpad\ko\" 
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6. What is the minimal 7.6.4 installation needed to use the public store apps?  Only 
required components or both req components plus Anywhere Apps Project 
(AnywhereComp764.zip + build all)? 

Answer : Both components required , Maximo Anywhere asset management , Maximo 
Anywhere Apps Project and build must be done.  
 
. 
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Upgrade questions 
 
1.  What happens if I customized the Anywhere applications?  Will those customizations 
seamlessly move forward to this next release? 
 
Answer: If you are on Maximo Anywhere 7.6.2.0, 7.6.2.1, 7.6.3.0 or 7.6.3.1, your 
applications will migrate seamlessly to the new Anywhere version if you  
 

- Utilized the delivered Anywhere applications as is 
- Configured the Anywhere applications following standard, best practices 
- Customized the Anywhere applications following standard, best practices 
- Cloned an existing Anywhere application to create new application 
- Created a new Anywhere application  

 
If you are on Maximo Anywhere 7.6.2.0, 7.6.2.1, 7.6.3.0 or 7.6.3.1, your applications 
will not migrate seamlessly to the new Anywhere version if you  

- Implemented specific Mobile First features to Anywhere application (ex.  
Integration Adapters) 

- Created a native code within Mobile First and applied to Anywhere application 
   
2.  Do I need to upgrade to the latest version of Maximo to use Anywhere 7.6.4? 
Answer: It depends.   Maximo Anywhere 7.6.4 requires a minimum Maximo version of 
7.6.0.8.   
 
Note:  
2A.  If you are using push notifications, our best practice recommendation is to be on 
Maximo 7.6.0.10 .   
2B.   Additionally, for push notifications, a separate iFix install to enable the Push 
notification application is required until Maximo 7.6.1.2 
 
 
3.  What versions of Anywhere will the upgrade be available on? 
Answer: The upgrade path to Anywhere 7.6.4 is from Anywhere 7.6.2, 7.6.2.1, 7.6.3 or 
7.6.3.1. 
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4.  What are the Anywhere upgrade best practices? 
Answer: Best Practices  always recommend that you  

(1) keep a backup copy of your environment before you start the upgrade 
process. 
(2) keep your custom applications (app.xml) in a separate custom folder 

 
These best practices are recommended to insure your changes to your app.xml are 
retained during all phases of the upgrade process. 
 
Note:  If you do not keep your custom applications in a separate custom folder, they 
will be over-written when upgrading.   Then, you will have to manually compare and 
migrate your custom code to 7.6.4 application folder. 
 

 
5.  In prior versions of Anywhere, separate installation steps were required for starting 
the launchpad on a Mac.  Are these still required in 7.6.4? 
Answer:  No.  The installation is simplified in 7.6.4.   You can run the launchpad the 
same as you would on Linux or Windows.  There is no longer anything unique to unzip 
or setup.  Simply allow the file to decompress for the install and start launchpad.sh. 
 
 
6.   When upgrading from a previous version(7.6.3.1) to 7.6.4 what happens to the 
Mobile 1st Server? 
Answer:  It will bypass mf server ; it will directly connect to maximo server.  You can 
continue to run both version until you move to production. 
 
7. Can we simply delete the MobileFirst server component after the upgrade? Is there 
any reason to keep it for a while? 
Answer:  MobileFirst doesn't store transactional data,  so there isn't any reason to keep 
it running after 7.6.4 is up.  
 
8.  Can you have both 7631 and 764 both installed on the same device? 
Answer:  Yes.  the binaries have different names so this should work.  However, this 
should only be a temporary solution and not used in a production environment. 
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Maximo Anywhere Administration application 
 
1. Would cloned apps show up on Anywhere Administration? 
 Answer:  Yes.    
 
2.  Where are the apps stored?   
Answer.  In the Maximo database.  MAXAPPDATA 
 
3.  Does the admin application log when a user has downloaded a new deployment in 
the maximo database anywhere? 
Answer:  No.  Anywhere does not currently track user downloads or usage. 
 
4. Could you use the manual deployment from the Anywhere Admin app to easy 
upload to other environments? Such as promote from DEV to PROD? 
Answer:  You can but I would not recommend the manual portion as it is not a best 
practice change management process.   The recommendation would be Migration 
Manager to move from dev-test-production environments.  
 
5.  Where can I view the application version deployment?   
Answer:  From within the Maximo Anywhere 7.6.4 Anywhere Administration 
application, you can view the application deployment.   You can have multiple versions 
of an Anywhere application – but only one version can be deployed at a time 
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Configuration and Development questions 
 
1.  With Anywhere 7.6.4, where will application customizations be done? 
Answer: Customization of the Anywhere applications  will continue to be done in either 
an  Eclipse or other IDE development environment.    
 
2.  What does the development environment look like? 
Answer:  The diagram below highlights the major components used in a development 
environment for configuring Anywhere apps. 
 

 
 
3.  What types of development skill sets are required to make Anywhere application 
changes? 
Answer: The individual making these changes should be a developer, with a strong skill 
set in (1) Maximo Asset Management (2) Mobile application development (3) Web 
Server knowledge and (4) Maximo database configuration. 
 
It is very important to note that customizing Anywhere applications requires more skill 
sets than customizing a Maximo application using the App Designer tool.   If you are 
hiring an individual to perform Anywhere customizations, insure that they have the 
correct skill sets, including the ‘Maximo Anywhere Customization Badge’. 
 
4.  Will the build processes and scripts change from earlier versions?  
Answer: The build processes and scripts will remain as is. 
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5.  Where will the application definition files be held? 
Starting with Anywhere 7.6.4, the application files or binaries are held in the Maximo 
database.  The primary table is MAXAPPDATA.      
 
6. Is Curl included with Anywhere 7.6.4? 
Answer: It is dependent on the environment. 
 
Curl is shipped out of the box in Anywhere only for Windows operating system. For 
Windows, you should not need to perform an external download. 
 
For macOS X, curl is included by default as a part of the operating system.  
 
For Linux, customers will need to do an external download from the curl website, 
based on the version of Linux they are running. 
 
7.  Can I use any version of eclipse to configure Anywhere 7.6.4?  
Answer:  Yes – as long as it is a higher version. 
 
8.  Can we use same Android SDK we have been using for 7.6.3.1 builds?  
Answer:  Yes – as long as it meets the minimum requirement for anywhere 764 
is  Android Platform SDK 28 or higher. 
 
9.   Which emulator / simulator should be used to preview app changes?  
Answer:  Use the real device or emulator to preview. Also, Pixel 2 android simulator  
works great .  xcode provides emulators for iOS apps too.   
 
Note:  Anywhere only supports secure simulators, which are not rooted or jailbroke.  
You may find that some emulators will not report if the device is jailbroken/rooted.  In 
this case 
  A. Try another model if that happens.   
  B.  Or try this emulated device to get past the jailbreak check 
 

  
 
 
10. What emulator should be used for Windows device? 
Answer:  Visual studio is supported for Windows.  More details can be found here:  
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/1101243 
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11.  How would you debug the custom code ? 
Answer: Connect your device to your machine , open google chrome, inspect.  This is 
the same way you use to do before.   Additional details are in the next response. 
 
12. What are the recommended approaches to preview the app from Eclipse? 
 
Answer: Approach 1 (When there are only simple changes that I know will work) 
1. Make changes in app.xml and or js files and run build all in MaximoAnywhere 
project. This uploads zip to maximo 
2. (One-time step) install the built apk using adb command  
3. Open app and download the latest version of zip pressing the connect button 
and  then test changes. If any problems found 

4. Open chrome dev tools, debug 
5. Repeat steps 1, 3 and 4. 
  
(Above is the only approach people downloading from the app store can do. Since 
they may not be setup for native builds) 
  
Answer: Approach 2 (When there are significant changes in application presentation 
and logic i.e. big application feature set, and it will take a significant testing) 
 
1. (One-time step) Open container.properties in the container and for set 
include.webruntime=true 
2. (One-time step) Run build all in Maximo Anywhere to build my zip and upload to 
maximo 
3. (One-time step) Run build.sh in the container to build an apk. 
4. (One-time step) Now open Android studio and import the project from 
Container/output/app_name/platforms/android 
 
5. Build and run in emulator from the Android studio. 
6. When you open the app you directly get to login screen (because 
include.webruntime=true) 
7. Test code. If need to debug then open chrome dev tools and debug. 
8. If you need to change some code, change it in Android Studio and build and run in 
simulator again. 
9. Once everything is working, take all changes from Android Studio js files and put it 
in your MaximoAnywhere project app build. 
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Deployment questions 
 
1.  Can you describe the new deployment process? 
 Answer:  This blog details the deployment process. 
 
2.  Can you provide a diagram of the Anywhere 7.6.4 deployment process? 
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3.  Where can I view the application version deployment?   
Answer:  From within the Maximo Anywhere 7.6.4 Anywhere Administration 
application, you can view the application deployment.   You can have multiple versions 
of an Anywhere application – but only one version can be deployed at a time. 
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Anywhere Container 
 
1.  What are the changes for the build process of Anywhere apps for customers that 
use internal app stores for Android and iOS? 
 
Is there anything else other than Push Notifications that require the anywhere 
container? 
 
Answer:  Reference slide below 

 
 
 
This is also noted in this technote: https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/1101243 
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Push Notifications 
 
1. Where are push notifications enabled in Anywhere 7.6.4? 
Answer:  A new Maximo Push Notification application is available within Maximo for 
push notifications.   To receive this new application, you must request a hotfix. 

 
 
2. How do I get the new Maximo Push Notification application?   
Answer:  The push notification application is delivered via an iFix.  You must request 
the specific iFix you need via a support ticket. 

 
3. Is push notification  supported on Windows devices? 
Answer:  Push is not available on windows. 
 
4.  In order to implement push notification, Firebase Cloud Service requires payment? 
Is it supported in Maximo SaaS?  
Answer:  SaaS supports push notifications; however, the customer has to build the   
applications and get the certificates.   

 
5  Does Anywhere support IBM Blue Mix Push Services? 
Answer: At this time, Anywhere does not support IBM Blue Mix Push Services due to 
Certification distribution issues. 
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LDAP 
1.  Is ldap authentication is still managed in the worklight.properties? 
 Answer:  Yes.  However, it is set now during the install process 
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SAML 
1.  Is SAML supported?   Is no config needed for saml? 
Answer: Due to the wide variety of SAML configurations, Anywhere does not support 
SAML out of the box.   Anywhere does support LDAP out of the box.   However, 
skilled, technical individuals can customize Anywhere to work with SAML. 
 
2. Is there documentation for SAML configuration for Maximo Anywhere app ? 
Answer:  We are working on creating SAML documentation with examples 
 
3. Would the curl command work if Maximo is SAML configured ? 
Answer:  It uses maximo anywhere auth configured part of build.properties 
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High Availability and Hardware sizing questions 
 
1. What would a high availability architecture look like for Anywhere 7.6.4? 
Answer:  Building on the recommended high availability infrastructure for Maximo, 
separate JVM or cluster would be available for Anywhere. 

 
 
2.  How should Anywhere 7.6.4 be sized? 
Answer:  Sizing for Anywhere 7.6.4 falls under Maximo Sizing guidelines.   These 
include:  
 
Mobile Anywhere OSLC Server 
The Mobile Anywhere OSLC Server can manage up to 100 users per JVM under normal 
user load.* 
Each JVM requires 2 dedicated CPU cores and 4-6 GB allocated for the JVM heap 
space (plus an additional 30% available RAM for JVM overhead). 
 
Maximo Database 
A minimum extra 30% CPU and memory resources should be added to the Database 
server to handle Maximo Anywhere load.* 
 
*Note:  Because of unique customer environment use cases, customization variables, 
and the amount of data required on a mobile device- these figures can vary.   It is 
recommended to start with the recommended baseline and perform user testing for to 
assist in tuning your environment.  Maximo performance information can be accessed 
here:  pdf redbook or knowledge center documentation. 

-   
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Licensing questions 
 
1. Are there additional license restrictions with the new architecture? 
Answer:  No.  With the new architecture, you can create your own Maximo Anywhere 
applications – without purchasing any additional licenses. 
 
2. What happens if I purchased a Mobile First license? 
Answer:  A client may have purchased a separate Mobile First license if they wanted to 
create new Maximo Anywhere mobile applications.   In these scenarios, those licenses 
can continue to be used. 
 
3.  Will I still require an Apple Developer license? 
Answer:  It depends.   You will only need an apple license if you (1) use Apple products 
and (2) construct your own unique ipa file  (meaning you do not use the apple 
application that Maximo Anywhere delivers) 
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Miscellaneous questions 
1. Our company is investigating utilizing containers in the future.  Will containers be 
supported with Anywhere 7.6.4? 
Answer:  Yes.   Containers will be supported with Anywhere 7.6.4.   (Note:  Anywhere 
releases prior to 7.6.3.1 do not support containers because of their middleware 
components.)  
 
2.  If multiple users share a mobile device, how does the device store distinguish 
between multiple users? Is it the same store or are there multiple stores, one for each 
user? 
Answer:  Storage on the device is created for each unique user.  If a device is shared 
amongst multiple users, then each user would have their own unique data store on the 
device. 
 
3.  Does Anywhere support IBM Blue Mix Push Services? 
Answer: At this time, Anywhere does not support IBM Blue Mix Push Services due to 
Certification distribution issues. 
 
4. Can you provide the link to the three day online anywhere configuration training 
class?   
Answer:  The link for the course is:  http://bit.ly/2vdAddF 
 
5.  Does Anywhere 764 work in a Maximo multi-tenancy environment ? 
Answer:  No, it is not supported at this time. 
 
6.  On mobile devices is the JSON Storage encrypted? 
Answer: Storage on device is created with JSON store capability ,  user and   
passwords are key to store to open and it is encrypted.  
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Where to find more information 
 
1.  Where can I go to find the latest Maximo Anywhere information? 
Answer:  We recommend you join and/or follow these Anywhere Communities for the 
latest information on the new release!   
 

A.  Maximo Anywhere IBM Community 
Keep up to date with the latest Anywhere news, events, blogs and more in the 
new Anywhere IBM Community! 
https://ibm.co/2MMI9NZ 

 
Additionally, you’ll find a Discussion area for Anywhere Q&As. 
https://ibm.co/2Ppxbhd 

 
B.  Maximo Anywhere Linked In 
Network with other clients, business partners and IBMers on the latest features, 
use and best practices of Maximo Anywhere. 
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8760134/ 

 
C.   Maximo Anywhere Support  
Find details on latest tech notes, fixes and more! 
https://ibm.co/2TuROwk 

 
D.  Review Maximo Anywhere 764 documentation on the IBM Knowledge center 
https://ibm.co/3bTsDce 
 
 

2.  Where can I find the latest  Anywhere 7.6.4 system information? 
Answer:  This tech note details the supported platforms for Anywhere 7.6.4 
 
https://supportcontent.ibm.com/support/pages/node/1101243 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


